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Abstract. We present a multiwavelength analysis of a compact group infalling at high speed
(∼1700 km s−1) into the dynamically young cluster Abell 1367. Peculiar morphologies and un-
usually high Halpha emission are associated with two giant galaxies and at least ten dwarfs/
extragalactic HII regions, making this group the region with the highest density of star forma-
tion activity ever observed in the local clusters. Moreover Halpha imaging observations reveal
extraordinary complex trails of ionized gas behind the galaxies, with projected lengths exceed-
ing 100 kpc. These unique cometary trails mark the gaseous trajectory of galaxies, witnessing
their dive into the hot cluster intergalactic medium. Under the combined action of tidal forces
among group members and the ram-pressure by the cluster ambient medium, the group galaxies
were fragmented and the ionized gas was blown out. The properties of this group suggest that
environmental effects within infalling groups may have represented a preprocessing step of the
galaxy evolution during the high redshift cluster assembly phase.
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Figure 1. Left: Extended low brightness loops and trails (labeled NW, W and E) appear in the
Hα+[NII] NET frame around the giant and dwarf galaxies in the infalling group. Right: Stellar
shells are seen around galaxy CGCG97-125 in the r′ band image of the infalling group.
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